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Abstract. This work is a research on the application of genetic algorithms (GA) to urban
growth taking into account the optimization of solar envelope and sunlight in open spaces.
It was considered a typical block of a Spanish grid, which is the most common subdivision
of the urban land in towns situated in Argentina. Two models are compared, one in which
the growth has no more limitations than building codes. The other one, in which the
growth incorporates the solar radiation as a desirable parameter.
This way of parameterizing configures a bottom-up method of urban growth. No top-down
decisions intervenes in the growth process.
This tool proves to be useful at early stages of urban planning when decisions—which will
influence along the development of the city for a long time—are taken.
Keywords. Genetic algorithms; solar envelope.

INTRODUCTION
This work analyses the application of genetic algorithms (GAs) (Mitchell, 1998) to parametric urban
design, considering access to solar radiation. Parameterization allows the continuous control of the
design process and evolutionary algorithms (Russel,
2010) optimize the solar access. We develop a simulation of urban growth according to current restrictions and building codes (Leach, 2004).
Spanish towns in Argentina share a same urban
pattern: a 45º-rotated grid (Randle, 1977). This grid is
suitable for a plain land with no mayor geographic
accidents like our grassy prairies. A main square,
which derives from the Spanish “plaza”, determines
the centre of the grid and the main public buildings
are situated around: the church, the government offices, the school, and the police station. Housing is

distributed in the blocks around the town core.
Our case study , Lincoln, is a town situated in Argentine Pampa. Towns founded after Independence
period (1816) like Lincoln (1865) (Tauber, 2000),
followed the Spanish pattern. This town, bases its
economy on soya crops and the cash flows that this
activity produces every year are reflected in the economic growth (Forrester, 1970).
With this data, the author built an urban model
which reaches maximum growth. The study is applied to two blocks in the town centre area (Figure
1). There is a wide range of uses situated in this area:
commercial, housing and office buildings. The highest density is concentrated in this zone. The intention is to show how an urban block can grow different if environmental criteria are applied.
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Figure 1
Lincoln zoning: high density
in centre town area: offices,
housing, trade, lower densities
concentrically situated: housing, trade, ,small industries,
outside: rural areas.

These towns have experienced a fast growth
during last years as soya prices began to rise. Urban
development has occurred without any planning
except for the current law that regulates the use of
land, which was promulgated in the ´70s. This is the
Decree- Law 8912/77 [1] and it does not reflect environmental issues, as the solar envelope concept [2].
In this work, solar envelope allows urban dwellings to satisfy a two-hour period of solar radiation
(11AM to 1PM) all year round (Niemasz, J et als,
2011). Solar fan [3] is another tool which defines
a volume of a four-hour period (10 AM to 2 PM) of

solar radiation in open spaces in the block core. It
considers the growing season until the average first
frost date which is 1st April in the Southern Hemisphere. The intersection between these two shapes
defines a buildable volume.
Another simulation with no solar restrictions is
developed. The comparison between the two models permits the urban designer to take into account
solar access from the very beginnings of the codification process and to reflect this issue in the building code, making the necessary corrections to the
current one.
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Figure 2
Types of blocks in Lincoln
urban grid.

THE CURRENT BUILDING CODE
The urban land is private except for public buildings.
The owner must follow the restrictions and recommendations of the Building Code which refers to the
plots as the units that configure the urban block.
The law referred to the use of land lets the building occupy at maximum 60% of the plot surface. A
40% must be free for correct ventilation and daylight. This coefficient is called Land Occupation Factor (LOF). No lateral free space less than 4m wide
can be left as it is considered that the building can
only receive daylight and ventilation from the front
urban space, backyards or lateral urban spaces. Windows must ventilate and receive light from those
spaces exclusively. Dividing walls between different
plots must not have openings for ventilation and
daylight. Therefore, they are blind.
Backyard dimensions are determined by an
imaginary line that crosses the plot 25m far front
borderline, which constitutes the building limit and
configures the block core together with the other
plot backyards. This restriction makes the buildings
tend to occupy the plot from one side borderline to
the other one.
All these regulations make the individual buildings to configure a solid volume like a ring with an
open space in the centre of the block called the
block core.
The maximum built surface allowed can be from
1.2 times the plot´s surface up to 2.75 times, in our
case study. This coefficient is called Total Building
Factor (TBF). It depends on the urban zone where

the plot is placed. In our case, as the block is in the
centre town, TBF is 2.75. In order to simplify the process, each buildable volume is divided in modules
which occupy 0.6 plot surface and rise up to complete the maximum allowed. Maximum height is
24m or approximately eight-storey high.
TBF can be increased if the floor plan surface
is smaller than the allowed by LOF. This coefficient
also increases if the building is receding, leaving an
open space in the front. These regulations promote
to build higher receding buildings that shade into
the lower neighbour ones and their backyards. It can
also allow appearing isolated buildings separated
4m from each borderline, in which case, environmental conditions in open spaces tend to worsen.

THE URBAN MODEL
Lincoln is divided into a rectangular grid oriented
NE-SW. Unlike other Pampa towns, the grid is not
square; but it is rotated 45° NE as most Spanish urban grids in Argentina. This rectangular shape provokes that NE façades have best orientation as we
are in the Southern Hemisphere but the remaining
ones have not good orientation, especially the SW
and SE ones (Figure 2). Different kinds of blocks were
analyzed from the town plan.
Blocks are 121m length and 81m width. Type I
has sixteen plots of 618m2 each. Half the block looks
NE and the other half looks SW. In the case of middle plots, a space in the backyard is left free to configure what is called the block-core. This open space
ensures daylight and ventilation to the rear façades.
The buildings situated in the corner plots are not
compelled to leave this open space as they have two
façades looking to streets where to ventilate and get
daylight.
Type II has twelve plots of 412 m2 and eight
plots of 618 m2. Four blocks look NE, another four
look SW, six look SE and six look SW. Type III has
twelve plots of 618 m2, six looking NE and six, looking SW. It has also six plots of 412 m2, looking NW.
Type IV is a mirrored image respect to Type III.
Street width is 18m for NO and SE streets and
23m, for NE and SW streets. The relation between
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Figure 3
Solar envelope for 20th June
11AM to 1PM showing the
buildings according to current
building Code.

street width and building height is 3:2 for SE streets
(18m) and 5:7.5 for SW streets (23m) for this specific
urban grid (121m x 81m).

METHODOLOGY
The objective of this work is to compare the two
models: the built block according to the current
Code and another one with solar restrictions and
maximum growth for a Type I and a Type II blocks.
The whole drawing is parameterized in Rhinoceros © [4] by means of Grashopper [5]. In the first
case, an urban block is modeled following the current building Code (Figure 3).
Each plot reaches its maximum buildable volume according to height limit (24m), LOF (0.6 plot´s
surface) and TBF (2.75 plot´s surface). No more limitations are taken into account. A wide variety of
buildings which exceed the bounding box appeared.

After that, we proceed to apply solar restrictions. These solar tools determine a solar buildable
volume. It is designed for a two-hour period from 11
AM to 1PM.
The first tool solar envelope is applied to the
model. As it can be seen in Figure 3, the Code does
not make any difference between different orientations in order to regulate maximum height.
As we observe the shades projected onto the
adjacent streets —especially SE and SW— we can
easily infer that they reach the façades of the block
in front of ours (Figure 4). This image has been exported to Ecotect© by means of GECO [6], which is
a Grasshopper plug-in. This image clearly shows
shades and levels of direct radiation of buildings at
noon for June, 20th.
The other tool, the solar fan, is the void that has
to be left in order to assure a four-hour period of so-
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Figure 4
Shades for 20th June (winter
solstice) at noon in the nonoptimized model.

lar radiation in open inner spaces of the urban block
during growing season. This open space is called
‘block core’ in the Building Code and it is composed
by all the backyards of the plots. Only corner plots
are exempt from integrating this space. As it is observed in Figure 5, some volumes exceed the core
block when only considering current regulations.
After this, a model considering solar envelope
and solar fan was obtained by means of GAs. These
algorithms are used in optimization processes
(Goldberg, 1997). In this case, one called Galapagos
has been run to maximize built volumes in each
plot. The buildable shape is obtained by the Boolean
intersection between the solar envelope and fan.
Then, the algorithm develops the maximum allowed
quantity of modules and their arrangements, considering building regulations inside this bounding
shape. The Boolean difference between the buildings and this bounding box is minimized, reaching
in nearly every case, a value of zero. The results are
shown in Figure 6.

In Figure 7, the projected shade of the optimized
volume is analyzed in Ecotect. Shade on the SW and
SE streets does not reach the façades of the blocks in
front as they are limited by the solar envelope. The
core block receives enough solar radiation during a
four-hour period during growing season.
Type II block was also analyzed in the same conditions as Type I and the results are shown in Figure
8. As the core block varies its dimensions, buildings
on NW and SE sides are not so restricted in their rear
facades.

RESULTS
After modeling the normal Type I and II blocks and
the optimized ones, we proceed to compare the results between the experiences shown above.
In Type I, while in the normal model, the maximum height is 24m or eight-storey in the whole
block, in the optimized one, it has to be reduced
to 15m or five-storey on SW façades to avoid shading over the neighbour block. In SE façades, this is-
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Figure 5
Solar fan showing volumes
that exceed the block core
(green areas) for non-optimized model.

Figure 6
Optimized built volume inside
the solar bounding box.
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Figure 7
Optimized model in Ecotect
showing the projected shadows for 20th June, at noon}.

Figure 8
Type II block Boolean difference between solar envelope
and fan with optimized built
volumes.
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Figure 9
Alternative buildings obtained
with GA for SE plot in block
Type II showing bounding box
in lines.

sue is even worse; the height is lowered to 12m to
maintain the built volume inside the bounding box.
These buildings can be terraced up to eight-storey
height only on the rear part.
When analyzing Type II block, the portion of the
buildings that exceeds the bounding box is shown
in red. It sums approximately 79 m2 (Figure 8). Even
when, in the plot 17, the GA improved the module
arrangement, this plot cannot be completely built
up to 2.75 TBF. Maximum height should be reduced
to seven-storey (21m) in plot 18 and six-storey in
plot 17 in the rear façades of the buildings.
The GA produced several alternatives that are
comprehended into the solar bounding box. Some
of these possible arrangements for SE plot are
shown in detail in Figure 9. The same procedure was
followed with each plot.
NE corner blocks are the only ones which can
reach maximum height in their whole surface. The
other ones have to be terraced.

Two different types of blocks, I and II, are shown
in Figure 10. Both types differ in the dimensions of
the block cores as the plots have different number of
plots and arrangements (Figure 2). As the core block
increases in NW-SE direction, the buildings on these
façades have to diminish their height.

DISCUSSION
The use of these tools applied to urban design permits the improvement of environmental conditions
in buildings and open spaces. It can be applied to
determine urban grid characteristics like:
•
block dimensions
•
street widths
•
maximum heights differentiated by orientation
•
core block dimensions
The solar envelope and fan as prescriptive tools
in urban design have to be studied together with
energy savings, developable density and infrastructure costs as well as local climate conditions. Our
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Figure 10
Urban tissue with different
types of blocks: Boolean difference between solar envelope
and fan.

typical urban grid promotes adjacent buildings
which reduce heat losses through dividing walls.
This is the reason why this work considers the block
as an individual at urban level and as a whole at plot
level. In this bottom-up process [7], the individuals
can perform certain actions regulated by the current
legislation. The whole block acquires characteristics
that are the result of these individual behaviours.
Emergent properties (Hensel et al., 2010) arise when
this happens and consequences affect the urban
tissue performance, e.g. wind direction and intensity provoke specific microclimatic conditions that
affects building ventilation, inner temperature and
comfort in urban spaces.
Towns like Lincoln are benefited with this urban
tissue as the blocks tend to be compact. Local climate is temperate dry with quite thermal amplitude.
This benefits savings in energy consumption as the
thermal mass accumulates heating in winter and
prevents overheating in summer. Traditional con-

struction is brick masonry with reinforced concrete
roofs.

CONCLUSIONS
Genetic algorithms provide a useful tool to test different alternatives of buildable volumes inside a plot
as modules were dimensioned as real architectural
elements. They were built considering heights and
depths as well as daylight and natural ventilation
conditions, regulated by current codes.
In order to widen the scope of this work, GAs
can also be used to optimize solar radiation in roofs
and façades (Camporeale, 2013) to install PV or solar
water collectors. Fenestration can also be optimized
by orientation (Camporeale, 2012).
Current legislation on urban design and building restrictions on urban plots deserves a deeper
study than fixing height limits, total buildable volume and land occupation. Rules should be implemented according to local conditions as climate,
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technologies, transportation, energy prices and carbon emissions. They must not be left aside when implementing prescriptive tools as the studied above
in order to arrive to undesired results. In our case
study, developable density has no influence on the
augment of cost transportation as it would have in
a suburban neighbourhood. Concentration could
be a good tool in a metropolis but not in towns like
Lincoln. Tools, as those described in this work, could
improve comfort conditions, saving energy to reach
a better environment.
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